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Dr. Othman Talib received his early education from King George V High School, Seremban. He received his first degree in Bachelor of Science (Chemistry) from the National University of Malaysia and his Master in Science (Pedagogy) from University Putra Malaysia. He then pursued his PhD in Adelaide, Australia, specializing in the area of Science Education. His study in the teaching of Chemistry and Animations has lead him to win the Gold Medal at the Design, Research and Innovation Exhibition (UPM), the Research and Innovation Exhibition (UPM) and the Malaysian Research Technology Expo (2012). He was also awarded a silver medal at the Innovation and Technology Exhibition (ITEX 2009). Popularly known as Dr. OT, he is well recognized by his readers and students in his blog droutps.blogspot.com that discusses the issues regarding postgraduate studies in a comprehensive yet easy-to-understand manner. His blog receives a very positive response that it was awarded as one of the best three blogs from the Malaysian Blogging Summit 2011. Dr. OT has put forward various strategic techniques and ideas in thesis writing: RPOT (Research Framework of Thesis), OFOT (One File One Thesis), ZDOT (Zero Draft of Thesis), KOT (Keep On Track), and SROT (Speed Reading on Target). He is frequently invited to conduct workshops on Thesis Writing, Mendeley, SPSS and ATLAS.ti.

WHO SHOULD READ THIS BOOK AND WHY?
This book should be owned and read by all undergraduate, master and PhD students who are currently involved in thesis writing or planning to embark on conducting research. This book is a must-have for tutors, research assistants and lecturers in higher institutions, especially those involved in student supervision. The book contains the nuts and bolts of carrying out research and thesis writing. No other copy in the bookstore has ever been published with practical examples using easy-to-understand language. Definitely, the ultimate guide for those who have lost their way in research!